
As a resident of Shelbyville you have access to GigabitNow’s 
fiber Internet, a state-of-the-art fiber optic system 
delivering ultrafast data speeds, voice and other advanced 
communication services. The GigabitNow fiber network can 
be connected to every home and business in Shelbyville. 

GigabitNow Internet service offers the fastest Internet 
speeds in town with connections up to 5 Gbps (5,000 Mbps)! 
Service plans are 350 Mbps for $55 a month, 2 Gbps for only 
$79.99 and 5 Gbps for $149.99. GigabitNow provides a true 
fiber-to-the-home service in Shelbyville with no boosting, no 
throttling, and no bandwidth caps — just super-fast Internet!

Our Fiber Internet
350 Mbps Residential $55
350 Mbps Upload/Download

2 Gig Residential $7999

Up to 2,000 Mbps Upload/Download

5 Gig Residential $14999

Up to 5,000 Mbps Upload/Download

Become a GigabitNow Shelbyville Subscriber
To sign up for GigabitNow Shelbyville Internet just go to our 
website: GigabitNowShelbyville.com

Shelbyville residents have access to the fastest Internet 
speeds in town — with service that is unparalleled for its 
speed, reliability, and price.

 > Three Internet speeds to choose from: 350 Mbps 
connection to the Internet with 350 Mbps uploads 
and downloads, 2 Gbps connection to the Internet 
with up to 2 Gbps uploads and downloads, or 5 Gbps 
connection to the Internet with up to 5 Gbps uploads 
and downloads. 

 > No boosting, no throttling and no bandwidth caps — No 
limit on the amount of data you can transmit each month. 

 > Get 24-hour-a-day support located on the West Coast, 
instead of worlds away. 

 > Add GigabitNow Telephone and pay just one monthly bill 
for all your communication services. 

 > GigabitNow enables Internet and telephone over IP 
phone service, as well as other advanced services. 

Don’t Forget GigabitNow Telephone
GigabitNow Telephone is a unique package with the newest 
phone service and calling features at a fraction of the cost 
and without all the hassle and extra charges common with 
other providers. Your new service will give you excellent 
voice quality and the great technical service and support. 
Our package comes with many great features to meet both 
your home and business needs. GigabitNow Telephone’s 
unique service can’t be matched by any other provider.

What is GigabitNow Shelbyville?

This Home is
GigabitNow Shelbyville
Enabled

Contact us for more information, or to order:
 1-866-748-8066    support@gigabitnow.com    GigabitNowShelbyville.com


